
Chinese Language Learning Resources 
 

 $$ Books:  
 
Encounter Chinese 
 Provides a complete system of learning Chinese. Not only reading and writing but also 
access to full audio and media website where you can hear how it sounds and the grammar. 
There is also cultural content to fully learn about China and mandarin. 
 
Fully system book 1 is 64.99 includes  
SB1 Print Edition, 
Includes 24 months of media access on the Encounters website 
SB1 Character Writing Workbook 
Online Workbook (Quia printed code) 
 
About: http://encounterschinese.com/about-program 
 
Purchasing: http://yalebooks.com/book/9780300221251/encounters-student-book-1-print-
and-digital-bundle 
  
Comprehensive guide to Chinese Grammar. ($47). Good to use for reference to specific 
grammar points.  
  
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar: A Practical Guide- Claudia Ross Jing-heng Sheng Ma  
http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Mandarin-Chinese-Grammar-
Practical/dp/0415827140/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1396110155&sr=8-
2&keywords=modern+mandarin+chinese+grammar 
 
 Lonely Planet Phrasebook- Excellent to use while travelling. ($8). Very useful and 
comprehensive. /react-text  
http://www.amazon.com/Lonely-Mandarin-Phrasebook-Anthony-
Garnaut/dp/174321197X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396110308&sr=8-
1&keywords=mandarin+phrase+book 
 
 Integrated Chinese Series  
($50ish per book plus more for workbook): This is the most common book used to learn 
Chinese in high school and college classes. There are four levels with 10 lessons each. Lessons 
consist of a dialogue, vocab, grammar points, phrase usage, and practice prompts. You can also 
buy the workbook and character book for added practice. I wouldn't recommend that though. 
My school's intensive Chinese program does one book per semester.  
http://www.amazon.com/Integrated-Chinese-Simplified-Characters-
Textbook/dp/0887276385/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396112226&sr=8-
1&keywords=integrated+chinese 
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Chih - P'ing Chou Text books:  
Series for upper level Chinese studies. Includes A New China, A Kaleidoscope of China, Anything 
Goes, and All Things Considered among others. Probably the second common text book used 
among college level classes. The texts are generally drawn from newspaper sources and usually 
focus different modern societal issue in China, such as Filial Piety in today's China, Chinese 
American relations in respect to Taiwan, Chinese housing situation, and one country two 
systems. There's a chapter in Anything Goes on Identity Formation for Chinese Adoptees.  
 
http://www.amazon.com/Anything-Goes-Advanced-Princeton-
Language/dp/0691153116/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396385102&sr=8-
1&keywords=anything+goes+chinese 
  
Beyond the Basics: Upper level communicative Chinese for intermediate and Advanced 
learners. Covers practical topics such as describing a person, dining out, political elections, 
movies, etc.    
 
http://www.amazon.com/Beyond-Basics-Edition-Chinese-
Language/dp/0887276237/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396385358&sr=8-
1&keywords=beyond+the+basics 
 

Free: 
Online PDFs of Chinese School Books (free)  
http://www.hwjyw.com/textbooks/downloads/zhongwen/ 

 
 

Online Classes 
  
Active Chinese ($$)- Includes live tutoring sessions and cartoon dialogues for everyday 
scenarios. Includes exercises and quizzes for each lesson. Worth the cost if you're a complete 
beginner. Only Includes 25 or 30 lessons though. /react-text  
http://www.activechinese.com/ 
 
Mango Languages ($$ but some libraries offer it for free)- Very simple to use. Slow pace that 
teaches by giving you a phrase, teaching you its grammar points and what each individual word 
means. Pretty practical lessons. Also offers Cantonese. /react-text  
http://www.mangolanguages.com/ 
  
 Rosetta Stone ($275+++): I have used this and would not really recommend it for Chinese. I 
thought it moved too slowly and didn't really fit with my learning style. I do use the audio 
recordings from it for pronunciation practice though, but you can do this with any kind of slow 
recording  
http://www.amazon.com/Rosetta-Stone-Chinese-Mandarin-
Level/dp/1617168718/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1396112853&sr=8-
2&keywords=rosetta+stone+mandarin 
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 Living Languages Mandarin  
(Complete version for less than $40): I haven't used this for Mandarin, but it's pretty good for 
Korean. Comes with three textbooks, audio recordings, and a notebook! Plus online resources.  
http://www.amazon.com/Living-Language-Chinese-Complete-
Edition/dp/0307478610/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396112730&sr=8-
1&keywords=living+language+mandarin 
 

Free 
 

 MIT Open Course (Free)- Pretty good free course, but lessons are mainly in pinyin, not 
characters.  
http://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-21f-003-learning-chinese-a-foundation-course-in-mandarin-
spring-2011/online-textbook/part-i-introduction-units-1-4-character-lessons-1-3/ 
 
 
Livemocha (free mostly):  
Kind of like Rosetta Stone. Good for vocabulary. A little difficult to learn grammar on. I'm not 
completely sure how it works now because I haven't used it in a while, but you can correct 
other people's English compositions to get points and then unlock more content for yourself.  
http://livemocha.com/ 
  
Italki (free mostly): You can meet language partners here and write journal entries that are 
corrected by other users. Can also pay for tutoring sessions. /react-text  
http://www.italki.com/dashboard 
 
 

Online Websites: 
  
FluentU: ($$) Excellent source. Learn Chinese by watching videos with interactive transcripts 
below.  

Free 
 
Memrise: (Free) Good for learning to read characters.  
http://www.memrise.com/home/ 
  
 
http://www.fluentu.com/ 
Chinese Grammar Wiki: (Free) Browse anything you've ever wanted to know about grammar. It 
even has grammar organized by lessons in popular Chinese learning textbooks to help with 
classes. I also met the guy who runs this and he's really cool.  /react-text  
http://resources.allsetlearning.com/chinese/grammar/Main_Page 
 
 BBC: (Free) Good for beginners! Good lessons for survival Chinese. /react-text  
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/chinese/real_chinese/ 
  
East Asia Student: (Free) Some kid's blog. Has good explanations for Chinese grammar and on 
Chinese language and culture in general. /react-text  
http://eastasiastudent.net/ 
 
 

IPhone / Smart Phone 
 
 Skritter:  
Learn how to write Chinese and Japanese characters. Supports 181 different commonly used 
Chinese text books such as Integrated Chinese, Ni Hao, and the Chih-P'ing Chou textbooks (All 
Things Considered, Anything Goes  
http://www.skritter.com 
  
Pleco: 
Chinese dictionary app complete with handwriting input, audio supplements, document 
readers, and flashcards.    
https://www.pleco.com 
 
Learn Chinese (Mandarin) by Mind Snacks (4.99 for 80 lessons) 
 
Chinese Flash Cards (For kids, but really good way to start with audio as well) Free 
 
Watch Chinese Videos (for listening practice):  
http://www.iqiyi.com/ 
 
http://www.v.qq.com (sometimes you can't stream certain videos outside on Mainland China)  
 

You Tube Channels 
 
 Bai Jie's daily Chinese slang channel :  
http://crazyfreshchinese.com 
 
Learn Chinese with Yang Yang - Yoyo Chinese: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSJyGe2H0C9q6QH0-hH04zw 
 
 
 
 

Other: 
Non-Mandarin Sources:  
  Listen to recordings of various Chinese dialects:  
http://phonemica.net/ 
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Cantonese:  
See Mango Languages Above  
 

 
Chinese-English Online Dictionary:  
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php 
 
Stroke Order:  
http://www.yellowbridge.com/chinese/character-stroke-
order.php?searchChinese=1&zi=%E5%9C%8B 
  
Here is a guide I wrote for learning Chinese:  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/chinaschildreninternational/577992742245689/ 
 
Chinese Chengyu (idioms): By FluentU  
 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/chinaschildreninternational/730786286966333/ 
 Vocab List from Active Chinese:  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/chinaschildreninternational/730786113633017/ 
 
 Chinese Link (Amazon, Ebay)  
 
www.nciku.com (Online Dictionary)  
www.chineasy.org (Vocabulary/Memorization) 
 
 
Spotify 
Learn Chinese playlist by Spotify 
Very good audio 
Has a lot of content from travel essentials to basic and advanced knowledge 
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